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(Receiced 20 July 1970; in reckedform 15 Wocember 1971) 
THE MAJOR result in this paper is that a closed, connected, irreducible, orientable, 3-manifold 
M, whose fundamental group is a non-trivial free product with amalgamation across the 
fundamental group of a closed, connected, orientable surface S, can be split across S so as 
to yield the given free product with amalgamation. The requirement that both the 2-manifold 
and the 3-manifold be orientable is not necessary, see [3], however this assumption greatly 
simplifies the proof. The author would like to thank J. Gross and L. Neuwirth for a number 
of helpful conversations. 
$1. PRELIMlNARiES 
Throughout this paper all spaces will be simplicial complexes and all maps will be 
piecewise linear. As is done in the literature, we will write G = A * B when the group G is 
C 
the free product of A and 5 with amalgamation over C. We shall restrict our attention to 
the case where A and B are proper subgroups of G. As usual, we shall denote the boundary, 
closure, and interior of a subset X of a space Y by bd(X), cl(X), and int(X) respectively. 
Let a closed, connected, orientable surface S, not the 2-sphere, be embedded in the space X. 
Then we shall say that S is incompressible in X if the natural map, induced by inclusion, 
taking rrl(S) into nr(X) is an injection. It is easily seen that our definition of incompressible 
coincides with that of Waldhausen in [6] whenever X is a 3-manifold and S is 2-sided in X. 
We shall say that a system ofdisjoint, closed, connected, orientable surfaces is incompressible 
if each surface is incompressible. Let S be a closed, connected, orientable surface. Let hl 
be a 3-manifold and zr(M) = A, * A,. Then we shall say z,(M) splits ucross xl(S). We 
n1(S) 
will denote the unit interval by Z throughout this paper. 
Let S be a closed, connected, orientable surface which is incompressible in M. Suppose 
S separates hrl into two 3-submanifolds M, and M2. Let rrr(S) = A, and suppose n,(M) = 
A, * A,. Consider the group diagrams given in Figs. 1 and 2. The group diagram in Fig. 1 
A0 
is obtained by applying Van Kampen’s theorem to the decomposition of M into M, and 
Mz . The group diagram in Fig. 2 is obtained from the splitting of z,(M) by AO. Then we 
shall say that the surface S geometrically realizes the algebraic splitting above if there is an 
isomorphism q: rrr(M) + n,(M) such that 
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(1) w(x1IS)) = A” 
(2) cp(nl(:Lrj)) = Aj forj= 1,2 
(3) h, = qi,q--’ for k = 1, 2, 3, 4, 
FIG. I FIG. 2 
$2. THE MAJOR THEOREM 
THEOREM 1. Let hl be a connected, closed, orientable, irreducible? 3-manifold. Let S 
be a connected, closed orientable surface, not the I-sphere. Suppose n,(M) = A, * A,. 
RI(S) 
Th there is a geometric splitting realizing the algebraic splitting aboce. 
It is not hard to show that the theorem above is false if one does not require that the 
algebraic splitting above be non-trivial. For example, one can look at Waldhausen’s example 
of a 3-manifold which fails to be sufficiently large and whose fundamental group contains 
z + z, [5]. 
The idea of the proof is indeed simple and is similar to the proof of Kneser’s conjecture 
in J. Stallings thesis. One first constructs a target complex T which has the algebraic and 
geometric properties we desire in M. Next one constructs a mapf’from M to T such that 
f*: n,(M) -+ n,(T) is an isomorphism. One then deforms f to a map which can be used to 
“pull back” the geometric and algebraic structure of T. 
We list below a number of theorems which are useful in the proof of Theorem 1. The 
first is an immediate consequence of Lemma 1.1 in [5]. 
THEOREM A. Let M be a closed, connected? orientable 3manifold. Let Tbe a complex such 
that nj(T) = 0 for j 2 2. Let F be a closed, orientable, surface embedded and incompressible 
in T. Suppose F has a neighborhood in T homeomorphic to F x I and that there is a map 
f: M -+ T such that f*: n,(M) -+ x,(T) is 1 - 1. Then there is a map g homotopic to f such 
that g- ‘(F) is a system of incompressible, orientable surfaces in M. 
The following is Theorem 1 in [2]. 
THEOREM B. Let S,, F be connected, closed, orientable surfaces. Let &I be an orientable 
3-manifold which is irreducible. Let f be an embedding of S, in &f such that f*: n,(S,, y) 
+ x,(M, x) is 1 - 1. If n,(F) is isomorphic to a subgroup A c n,(M, X) and A 3 f*(nI(S1, y)) 
then SI is homeomorphic to F andf, nl(SI, y) = A. 
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The following theorem is an easy consequence of Theorem 5.3 in [6] 
THEOREM C. Let S, and S2 be disjoint, closed, connected, orientable surfaces embedded 
and incompressible in an orientable 3-manifold iC1. Suppose IVJ is irredwible and S, is homo- 
topic to S, . Then S, u S2 bounds an embedded S, x I in iL1. 
The following theorem is proposition 2.5 in [I]. 
THEOREM D. Let Aj, j = 1: 2 be groups \c,ith infersecfion the common subgroup A0 
Let Hj , j = 1, 2 be subgroups of A j which also contain A,, . If the natural homormorphism 
q:H, * H2~Al * A2isanisomorphismthenHj=Aj,j=1.2. 
A0 & 
53. COKSTRUCTION OF THE COhIPLEX MD hIAP 
Let(M,,,,,)and(M,,,P2 ) be thecoveringspaces of M associated with A,, Az t x,(&J, x) 
respectively. Let p: (S, y) -+ (M, x) be a map such that p* n,(S, y) = A, A A,. 
Let pi: S -+ M,, be a map such that pjpj = p for j = 1 or 2. 
Let Xj be the mapping cylinder of pi, that is Xj is the union of S x I and M.,, with the 
identification of (z, 1) in S x I with pj(z) in M,, for all z in S. 
Now Xj is the same homotopy type as M,, for j = I, 2. It follows from Lemma 1.1.5 
in [6] that ni(Xj) = 0 for i 2 2, j = 1, 2 Let T be the union of X, and X2 where we identify 
the two surfaces S x (0) in the obvious way, i.e. (z, 0) in X, is identified with (z, 0) in X2 for 
z in S. 
It is an immediate consequence of Van Kampen’s theorem that z,(T) is isomorphic to 
nl(kJ) under a homomorphism ‘p,. 
It follows from Theorem 5 on page 199 in [7] that rci(T) = 0 for i 2 2. Let F be the 
surface S x (0) in T. The construction of the complex is complete. 
We wish to construct a mapf: M--t T such that&: x,(jLJ) -+ zI(T) is the isomorphism 
qpI : x,(&J) -+ nl(T>. 
We suppose that M has been triangulated. Let Mi be the j-skeleton of &J for j = 1, 2. 
Consider Fig. 3 where the unlabeled maps are inclusion maps. We define the map I; to 
FIG. 3 
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carry a maximal tree, containing the basepoint of M, in ‘Lf’ to the basepoint of T. Each of 
the remaining l-simplexes in &LI1 can be taken to represent an element of rr,(M). We define 
fi on these simplexes so that the induced mapf,, agrees with yl. Since each ‘_-simplex in 
M’ represents a relation in TI,(.\,~) one can extendf, tofi . Finall:i since n:(T) = 0, one can 
extend fS to J 
It follows from Theorem X thatfis homotopic to a mag g such that g- ‘(F) is incompres- 
sible in M. Thus we may simply assume that f-'(F) was incompressible in ,)I. Let Si, 
i= I,..., I be the components off-‘(F). 
$4. THE MAP /I .Si MAY BE TAKEN TO BE A HOMEOSlORPHISM FOR i = 1, . . , I 
It follows from Lemma 1.4.3 in [6] that fl Si: Si + F is homotopic to a local homeo- 
morphism for f* is 1 - 1 and Si and F are incompressible in hi and T respectively. Thus 
fi Si may be taken to be a local homeomorphism via a homotopy off which is constant 
outside of a small neighborhood of Si. Consider S, and z a point on S,. Sincef,: n,(M, 2) 
--+ rc,(T, f(z)) is an isomorphism, so is f’; I. Thus iff* n,(S,, z) 5 7-rL(F. f(z)), n,(M) 2 f;’ 
rc,(F,f(z)) s n,(S,, z). This contradicts Theorem B. Thus (f 1 S,), is an isomorphism and the 
local homeomorphism is a homeomorphism as was to be shown. 
@. ANY TWO COMPONENTS OF f-‘(F) BOUND AN F x I IN M 
Let S, and Sz be two distinct components off-‘(F). The desired result will follow from 
Theorem C above if we can show there exists a homotopy 
H:SxI+M 
such that 
(1) H(bd(S x I)) = S, u Sz 
and 
(2) His a homeomorphism on bd(S x I). 
We digress to make an observation useful in the construction of H: It is well known that 
any compact, connected, 2-manifold M2 can be obtained by identifying pairs of sides of 
some polygon. By thickening the polygon one obtains a 3-manifold :V homeomorphic to a 
3-ball. In a natural way one can identify rectangles on the “sides” of N to obtain M2 x I. 
Let p: N -+ RI’ x I be the natural projection map. We observe that a map F: p(bd(N)) ---t M 
can be extended to all of M’ x I since n,(M) = 0. We may say that )\I’ x I can be split along 
p(bd(iV)) to obtain a 3-ball. 
We now return to the proof. 
3y construction, f / Sj is a homeomorphism from Sj to F for j = 1, 2. We will denote 
flSj by hj forj = 1, 2. Let li, i = 1, . . ., n be a system of non-nullhomotopic simple loops 
on F(S) meeting in a single point y such that F - UT= 1 Li is an open disk. Then Sj - A,:’ 
(Uy= L Ai) is an open disk fori = 1, 2. Let c1 be an arc in XI runnir?g from h,-‘(y) = a(O) to 
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hz-‘b) = r(l). Sincef(r) is a loop in X and f* is onto, there is a loop p based at h,-‘(y) 
such thatf*[@] = @I. Thus we may assume that u(x)] = 1 as an element of z,(T). 
We are now in a position to construct a map H of S x I into hl having the desi 
properties. 
We define H first on S x {0, I} U {y> x I by 
H(z, 0) = h,-‘(z) for z in F, 
H(z, 1) = /72-i(Z) for z in F, 
HCy, 2) = 40 for t in 1. 
red 
If we could extend the definition of H above to Uy= i jei x I we could use our observa- 
tion above to extend H to all of S x 1. To extend H to /li, x I we split &, x I along {v} x I 
to obtain a disk Di,. We observe thatf,H[bd(DJ] = [l.Jidi-‘fz-‘] = [Ai] . 1 ’ [E.i- ‘1 . 1 = 
1. It follows that H(bd(D,)) is nullhomotopic in M since f* is 1 - 1. But now we can extend 
H to li, x 1. It follows that we can extend the map H to all of S x 1. 
Thus we have shown that every pair of surfaces in f -l(F) bound a 3-submanifold of M 
homeomorphic to F x I. 
$6. f-‘(F) MAY BE ASSUMED TO CONTAIN EXACTLY ONE COMPONENT 
The proof of the statement above can be divided into two parts. In the first we show that 
if there are at least two components in f -l(F), then there is an arc t( which meets f -l(F) 
only in its endpoints such that f (ct) is a nullhomotopic loop in T. In the second part we use 
the arccr to construct a homotopy offto a map 9 which carries the component of M -f-‘(F), 
containing a, onto F. We observe that the construction of the homotopy in Part 2 is analog- 
ous to the construction of the homotopy in $5 except that the dimensions have generally 
been increased by one. 
Part 1 
Let Mj = f -‘(Xi) forj = 1, 2. 
We shall follow Stallings in calling a loop or path in M monochronzatic if it is contained 
either in M, or in M,. A tie is a monochromatic path with endpoints in different components 
off -i(F) where both endpoints have the same image underf. A bin&g tie is a tie t( such that 
the loopf(rx) is nullhomotopic in T. 
We wish to find a binding tie in case f -l(F) contains two or more components. 
Let y,, y2 be points in S,, Sz respectively, such that f (yJ = f (y2) where S, and S, are 
distinct components off-‘(F). Let s( be a path from y, toy, such that Lfc] = 1 E n,(T, f (y,)). 
We can find such a path since f* is an epimorphism and given any path p from y, to yt 
there exists a loop 1 based at y, such thatj*[n] = up] in ni(T,jQ,)). 
We may assume that a is a product of paths c(i * c(~ * . . . * at where each ai is either a 
monochromatic tie or a monochromatic loop and ai and a,+r have different colors, i.e. 
ui and a,+i do not both lie in M, or in M, . Assume that we have chosen u above to have k 
a minimum for our mapf. Assume further that k > 1 since otherwise we would be done. 
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Now 1 # v(q)] = [f(rl * x3 * ... * ZQ)]-’ and each L/xi] is either in A, or in AZ or 
in A2 mod n,(F). We may select a system of right coset representatives for Aj mod rt,(F) 
for i = 1, 2. We observe that f carries each component off-‘(F) homeomorphically onto 
F. Thus given r in x,(F), we can find a loop 1 in f -l(F) based at any point x0 inf -l(F) n 2 
such thatf,[o = T. 
Thus we may choose the loop 1 mentioned above to have whatever color \ve please. 
We have [fill = TUl where T E n,(F) and a, is one of the (nontrivial) coset representa- 
tives chosen above. But now we can add a loop I,, based at yI, to J such that [f‘(I,)] = ~-l 
and [fr,] may be taken to be oI. We next add a loop I, to z at yz so that [f(/,)] = 5. We 
can obviously do this without changing k above and so that the image of our new r underf 
is still nullhomotopic. 
We observe that 
[f(x2 *x3 * ... * z$)]-l = [f(Q-l * .,. * al-‘)] in nl(T.jG1)). 
By Corollary (4.4.1) on page 205 in [4], we have a unique representation for 
[f(~-’ * ... * %(2-*)] as r,a,n,_, ..' a2 where TV E n,(F) and a, and ai+, are coset repre- 
sentative of n,(F) one lying in A, and the other in A, for i = 2, . , m - 1. 
In fact, by the procedure above we can find a path r’ = flk * .. . * p2 homotopic to 
uk 
-1 *...*z -1 2 such that 
(1) /Ii is a monochromatic ioop or path for i = 1, . , k. 
(2) [foil = bi for 2 I i < k - I and [fflk] = 52 b, where TV in n,(F) and bi is a coset 
representative for 2 I i I k. 
Observe that upi] # 1 since k was chosen to be minimal. 
By uniqueness in Corollary (4.4.1) in [4], k = nz, T, = t2, and xi = bi for 2 I i 5 k. 
But now, by uniqueness, u, = s~u~cI~-~ . . . a, which implies that 'I~ = 1 and k = 2. However, 
by construction, a, may be taken to be an element of A, and u2 may be taken to be an 
element of AZ. Since a, and uz are not in x1(F), this is a contradiction and r was a binding 
tie. 
We may assume that f (r) c X, . Let N be the component off-‘(X,) which contains a. 
We have shown above that N is homeomorphic to F x 1. 
Let h: F x I -+ IV be a homeomorphism. 
Let p: F x I -+ F be the natural projection map. 
Define P(t) = (p/l-‘cc(t), t) for t in I. 
Since the loop ~(II-‘)(a) u /I) is nullhomotopic in F x I, h-‘(a) is homotopic to fi with 
endpoints fixed. Thus h/3 is also a binding tie in M. It is easily shown that F x I - fl can 
be deformation-retracted to F x {0} - /3 and thus that the natural inclusion map 
n,(Fx{O)-/3)+n,(FxI--p) 
is an epimorphism. It follows from (6.1) in [l] that there is a homeomorphism 
h,:FxI+Fxl 
such that 
(1) h, /F x (0) is the identity, 
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(2) /z,(p) = p(b n F x (0:) x I. i.e. lzl(p) is the product of a point with the unit 
interval. 
Since we could have chosen our original homeomorphism to be /I,-‘h and our original 
r to be /r(p). we may assume by a change of notation that 
h-‘(z) =~(/~-‘)jr) n F x (0)) x I 
where II: F x I -+ :V. 
Part 2 
We would like to show that there is a homotopy H: AI x I-+ Tsuch that 
( 1) H(z, 0) = .f(:) for 2 in :Lf, 
(2) H(z, t) =f(z) for z in M - !V. t in I, 
(3) H(z, 1) in F for z in N. 
It is clearly enough to show that there is a homotopy R: F x I x I -+ T such that 
(1) F?(z, 0) =f’h(z) for: in F x I, 
(2) mr, t) =fh(:) for: in bd(F x I) and t in I, 
(3) A(?, I) in F. 
Let ii for i = I, . , H be a collection of simple non-nullhomotopic loops lying on F and 
meeting in the single point s,, = p(/r-‘(cr) n F x (0:). SLtpposc 
F - U li 
i= I 
is an open disk. We observe that if we split F x I x I along 
QIii x I x I 
we obtain a 4-ball. Thus if we can define i? on F x I x (0, 1) u F x {0, l> x I as required 
in conditions (I), (2), and (3) above and can extend R to 
iQiixixl 
arbitrarily, we can make use of the fact that n,(T) = 0 to extend R to all of F x I x 1. 
We start by defining R to satisfy conditions (1) and (2) above. Since the loopf(r) is 
homotopic to a point, we can extend B to {x0) x I x IsothatR({x,} x I x {I)) =fh(x,,O). 
We may cut Ai x I along {x0) x I to obtain a 2-ball pi for i = 1, . . . , n. We observe that the 
loop bd(gi) is homotopic to a point in F x I across Qi, It follows that 
f/l bd(GZi) 
is homotopic to a point in T. Nowfh bd(gi) is contained in F c Tand F is incompressible 
in T. It follows that f/z bd(.QJ IS nullhomotopic in F c T and thus B can be extended to 
ii x I x {I}. 
If we split F x I x (1) along 
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wz obtain a 3-ball. Since zZ(F) = 0, we can extend A to carry F x I x (1) to f c T. 
It remains to extend R to 
,3,;.i X I X I. 
If we cut ~.i x 1 x 1 along {.Q,} X 1 X 1, we obtain a 3-ball. R induces a map on the 
entire boundary of this 3-ball. Since x2(T) = 0, we can extend the induced map to the 3-ball 
and thus R to l.i x I x I. It follows that B can be extended to all of F x I x I which was to 
be shown. 
It follows that we can find a map g homotopic tofsuch that g-‘(F) is an incompressible 
surface in kJ containing one !ess component than doesf-‘(F); and thus we may assume that 
f-‘(F) contains a single component. 
57. THE CONCLUSION OF THE PROOF 
Let Mj =f-‘(Xj) forj= 1, 2. 
Let So = ‘\/I, n M, . It has been shown above that S, is homeomorphic to F and that 
I So* : n,(S,) -+ n,(F) is an isomorphism. 
By Van Kampen’s theorem 
n,(M) = z,@J,) * nl(Mz). 
n1(S.) 
Nowf, is an isomorphism which maps 
(1) n,(M) onto n,(r), 
(2) nl(Mj) into n,(Xj) = Aj forj = 1, 2, 
(3) 7~~6%) onto n,(F). 
It is an immediate consequence of Theorem D thatf,rcl(Mj) = Aj forj = 1, 2. 
Letting cp =f* and Hi = f* n,(~lj) forj = 1, 2, we see that our theorem is established. 
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